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GlobalAir.com Releases 2018 Fuel Deals & More for EAA Airventure
Fuel specials for aviators flying to Oshkosh.
July 9, 2018 – The annual Airventure fuel price specials has now been released for pilots flying to,
and from, EAA Airventure. Annually, GlobalAir.com works closely with FBOs across the country to
provide aviators with this simple, yet powerful, resource. Some of the Airventure fuel specials that
visitors will find include large fuel discounts on 100LL and JetA, free overnight parking and even
destinations with complimentary lunch and free cookies.
Jeff Carrithers, President and CEO of Globalair.com explains, “Every year there are thousands of
aircraft flying from all over the country for Airventure, the Oshkosh Specials Page has become a great
resource for everyone involved. When we first started the page we got perhaps a dozen FBO's that
posted. This year already we have 14 specials and we're just getting started. If I were to guess, we
should have close to 50-60 specials by July 20-22 when everyone starts their trip.” The variety and
type of specials depend on what the individual FBOs decide to offer and list.
This marks the eighth year that GlobalAir.com has provided this seasonal webpage for their visitors.
The page is constantly updated as new deals are offered by FBOs. The page tends to significantly
grow throughout July, giving pilots and operators plenty of time to review listings, contact participating
FBOs and plan appropriate flight routing to the show.
The Oshkosh 2018 Fuel Deals page can be accessed at:
https://www.globalair.com/airport/specials.aspx
Globalair.com supports over 3,200 FBO’s who report their fuel prices directly to the site at least once
a month. GlobalAir.com encourages FBOs that are looking to add their own Oshkosh related fuel
deals to email Ray@globalair.com or call 888-236-4309 and speak with Ray Robinson.
--Based in Louisville, Kentucky, GlobalAir.com serves the general aviation, business aircraft, and
regional airline communities by offering clients and online visitors a wide range of premium aircraft
and aviation-related data and services. Services offered by GlobalAir.com include Aircraft Exchange
which lists aircraft for sale or lease, Airport Resource Center (ARC) that displays U.S. airport data,
Aviation Directory and Aviation Events both containing thousands of companies and events. Since
GlobalAir.com’s website receives more than 150,000 unique visitors per month and has helped
connect the aviation industry since 1995. For more information regarding GlobalAir.com, visit
http://www.globalair.com, e-mail ray@globalair.com, or call 888-236-4309 and speak with Ray
Robinson, Social Media.
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